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ABSTACT 

This paper seeks to evaluate the funding options of local government development projects in Imo 

state of the south-east geopolitical zone of Nigeria. Using judgmental sampling 22% of the local 

government were selected. Given the nature of our variables (secondary data) especially with a 

common dependent variable a multiple repression modal was employed to test all the five, hypotheses 

of the work while the explanatory variables include United Nations children‘s fund (UNICEF).  United 

nations development programme (UNDP), State, Local Government Areas (LGAS) and community 

funding options, the dependent variable was provide with total number of completed projects. The 

results of the models show that a significant relationship exists between funding options and 

development projects in Imo state of Nigeria. Also the study revealed that local government funding 

options ranked first both in terms of impact and positive contribution in the state. Conversely, UNDP 

as an option maintained the least performance in the state. Our conclusion from this is that there is an 

evidence of funds fungibility   especially with the UNDP funding of development projects. The study 

among others recommend that the donor agencies should be encouraged to increase their donation for 

development projects to be meaningfully implemented in local governments of the state. 

Keywords: Funding Options, Development Projects, Local Government System. 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Governments, the world over, have often tried to address two fundamental problems. First, 

there is that primary objective to achieve economic growth through improved national 
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income. Second, there is the equity issue as governments try to address the problem of achieving 

improved distribution of the national income. Implied in these two objectives is the central goal to 

improve the standard of living and attain the best economic welfare (Squire and van Tak, 1981). 

However, these objectives invariably, do not come so automatically, as a responsible 

government must seek out  the best ways to bring development to its people.  

For instance, Nigeria is a federation consisting of the Federal, state  and local governments. 

These tiers of governments, through their budgetary actions, collectively strive towards the 

attainment of economic development of the nation. To achieve this, they embark on 

development projects, .which are financed with' the ever depicting resources (financial and 

otherwise). Akujuobi (2000) has observed that public revenue in Nigeria is mainly dependent, on 

oil that is highly unpredictable being exposed to the vagaries of the international oil 

market prices. Even if stable, such funds are hardly enough to bolster the desired 

level of economic development through provision of the much - needed developments 

projects. This perceived scarcity of funds therefore, has constrained the efforts of 

governments at the various levels towards efficient provision of development 

projects. However, speculations are rife that these' governments even with the 

acclaimed meager resources often fail to provide development projects that are in 

tandem with the available resources. It is no longer news that our leaders now take 

delight in running "jumbo governments" that end up financing more recurrent 

expenditures than taking up development projects that impact more on the lives of 

the citizenry. There is therefore, the need to investigate the performance of various 

funding options on the provision of development projects. Development project is 

always a process which does not terminate. Until the product of the development is 

fully occupied and used. The preliminary stage of the process consists of the maturing 

of circumstances which could reasonably be adjudged to necessitate the change of 

the use of land or buildings in the near future. Development process effectively begins 

with the decision to effect a change in the use of land given the background of the 

maturing circumstances. In some cases, pre-investment studies predate this decision. 

The decision having been taken, the development team is assembled, surveys carried 

out, plans drawn up and the actual execution of the development commenced. The 
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occupation and use of the, product of the .development completes the development 

process.  

The construction industry is an industry that collectively constructs, alter and 

repair a wide range of different buildings and civil engineering works. The industry 

has certain unique characteristics stemming mainly from the physical nature of the 

development products and its demand. The construction industry  is essentially an 

assembly industry, assembling on site the product  of other industries.  

Wide range of economic factors influence the extent of activity in the industry and 

these include the general economic climate, interest rates, credit availability and 

extent of control of public sector spending. It is generally believed that development 

tend to reflect the general position of the country's economy. An instance in Nigeria is 

during the 1970s up to the early 1980s when development projects. Were on' the 

increase, signifying booming economy. In general, development projects particularly 

satisfy man's need for shelter, schools, hospitals, shops, offices, factories and 

warehouses. Development project have witnessed the following participants both 

foreign and indigenous, namely the client, the consultant and the contractors. The 

clients may be public sector in terms of the Federal   Government,   State   Governments,   

Local   Governments, public   corporations   or   private   sector   in   terms   of developers,  

f inancial  in st i tu t ions,  indu stry  and  co mm erce,  ind iv idual s and  promoters.  Howeve r ,  

governments may occasions become the largest clients.  

3.0 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK: PUBLIC - CHOICE THEORY 

The theory of "Public Choice" was advanced by Paul Peterson book, City Limits. Peterson 

slates that urban politicians and governing   regimes    are    subordinate    to    the    overall    

economic principles that force cities to compete to capture new investment.  And capital.  He 

writes that the compet it ive nature of the cit ies encourage   the   business   elite   and   

politicians   to   favour   new development projects;  concluding that successful cities 

require a local infrastructure that is supportive of the needs of business arid 

economic development. In 1987, John Logan and Harvey Molotch published 

Urban Fortunes as the first substantial criticism of Peterson's ideas. Urban 
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Fortunes describes the combination of entrepreneurs and urban politicians as a 

"growth-machine" a powerful, pro-development network of business interests 

and local politicians when favour increased economic development at  the 

expense of neighborhood widespread participation in the governance of cities. 

Floyd Hunter (2000) who proposed the competing "regime" theory challenges the Pluralist ideas 

and argues that the elite always dominate the governance of cities. According to him, city 

officials depend upon the close relations with business leaders to maintain political power and 

to push forward their development projects. It ' is  in the city's interest, therefore to help 

sustain a high-quality local infrastructure generally attractive to ail commerce and 

industry. Logan   and Molotch   (1987)   argue   that   the   close   relationship between the 

government and business world creates the growth machine and fuels its" ability to 

overpower weaker forces attempting to influence the development process. They 

identify the costs and externalities created by the growth machine's drive for 

economic development that were absent from Peterson's theory. The   everyday   

choice   in   development   debated    by    politicians, entrepreneurs    and    citizens    are    

determining    the    shape    and composition of future skylines arid neighbourhoods in cities. 

Conflicts over the ideas and practices of development remain a fundamental sticking point in the 

many attempts to revitalize 

4.0 THE CONTEMPORARY THEORY DEBATE  

The perceived benefits and consequences of economic development divide the theories 

of Peterson and Logan and Mololch. At the root of both theoretical debates is the feat 

that "aggregate growth" is portrayed as a public good -increases in economic activity 

are believed to help the whole community. With rare exceptions, one issue 

consistently generates consensus among local elite groups, and separates them from 

people who use the city principally as a place to live and work the issue of growth. 

Peterson explains that cities are driven to compete for the benefits of economic 

development by competitive pressure from other cities, making internal political 

participation over development issues irrelevant to the process. In contrast, Logan 

and Molotch describe the "growth machine" as an exclusive pro-development union 

between members of the business elite and city officials that is  frequently arrayed 

against-the interests of community members. The assembled power and influence 
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of the growth machine provides the support and consensus behind major 

development projects; especially in the local community. Logan and Molotch voice 

concern that many residents and community representatives Loosed system of the 

growth-machine. While their disagreement with Peterson centers on the mechanics of 

development politics, it is involves a different conception of the consequences of the capitalist 

economic system. Is free market and f iscal  growth models emphasized  in Peterson' s  

theory"   are    the    guides for    officials    of   the    government    and entrepreneurs intent 

on spurring economic development within their area. The "public choice theory" 

suggests that market values and motivations drive government officials to pursue 

economic revitalization with the goal of attracting more investments. This economically-

based theory is built upon the belief that most areas should seek to. Upgrade their 

economic standing by competing against other areas to attract new businesses 

and jobs through economic development.  

Most areas are successful when they entice new jobs and development 

projects inside their boundaries following the logic that what is good for business 

becomes good for the area. Peterson claims the decisions of most areas are 

governed by rational principles designed to increase public utility. With business 

and public interests closely aligned to protect the economy of an area, the exclusive 

focus of local governments on development becomes a natural result of the 

alliance between politicians    and    entrepreneurs.    Any   advantage    given    to    local 

corporations are eventually distributed over the entire community. Whatever helps a 

community (industries, roads, health facilities, .c) prosper rebounds to the benefit of 

the community as a whole perhaps four and five times over. Peterson‘s argument leans 

heavily on the Tiebout hypothesis, an urban theory arguing that cities compete by 

seeking to increase their values found attractive by residents and businesses. Postwar: 

economist Charles Tiebout wrote in 1956 about how cities strive to improve their 

economic and social condition relative to other immunities. Logan and Molotch 

respond to Peterson's statements is by emphasizing the damaging‘ impact of 

economic development on the vulnerable positions of residents and business owners. 

In contrast Peterson's background as a political scientist, Logan and molotch 
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are sociologists who observe development though a discipline far removed from 

economic concepts and tests used by the other theorist.  

While Peterson differs with Logan and molotch about the consequences of an active growth 

machine, they both are strong evidence for its continued influence on the pace and 

structure of Peterson and Logan and Molotch are mimicked in the everyday Logan 

reflects the resonance of their theories in realistic settings. Both theories appeal to 

peculiar viewpoint that arises in development conflicts. 

Neither side disputes that the growth machine is effective at •acting 

development but they disagree on the value of the growth machine‘s overall 

contributions to the city.  

5.0 METHODOLOGY  

The six hypotheses formulated would be tested within a linear repression model with ordinary least 

square properties. Hence a multiple repression approach is adopted. The econometric analysis involves 

model specification and testing of the hypotheses. For the six hypotheses, we make the levels of 

UNICEF funding (UNICEF), UNDP funding (UNDP), State funding (STATE); Local Government 

finding (LGA) and community funding (COMM), the dependent variable respectively. In each 

hypotheses, the corresponding level of development project completed (PRTT Com) serves as the 

dependent variable, for the period under investigation.    

 

6.0 MODEL SPECIFICATION 

Specifically, we have the following models; 

PRJTCOMt =f (UNICEFt, UNDPt, STATEt, LGAt, COMMt,) …………………(1) 

Mathematically; 

PRJTCOMt 

=Bo + B1UNICEFt + B2 UNDPt +B3STATEt + B4LGAt + B5COMMt + Ut…………………………….. (3) 

Rearranging equation 2 above, we have; 
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Ut = PRJTCOMt — (Bo + B1UNICEFt + B2UNDPt + B3STATEt + B4LGAt 

B5COMMt)
2
……………………………. (3) 

Ut = PRJTCOMt — (Bo + B1UNICEFt + B2UNDPt + B3STATEt + B4LGAt 

B5COMMt)
2
……………………………. (4) 

Summing both sides of equation (4), we have; 

n  n 

∑ Ut
2 
=  ∑  PRJTCOMt – (Bo + B1UNICEFt + B2UNDPt + B3STATEt + 

B4LGAt + B5COMMt)
2
. .(5) 

 

J=1 t=1 

n 

In the Regression, ∑ Ut
2
, (estimate of the population disturbance) 

t=1  

is given by 

n 

∑e
2
, otherwise called the RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES (RSS) 

t=1 

n    ∧ 

∑ (PRJTCOMt - PRJTCOMt)
2
, that is the sum of squares of the deviation 

t=1 

Of the actual Development Projects variables from their mean, while the explained sum of squares 

(ESS) is gotten with the formula, ESS 

=R
2
*(TSS) 

Where; 

R
2
 the coefficient of the determination from the regression, therefore,  

RSS = TSS — ESS (Kontsoyianais, 1986; Gujarati, 1985  
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And,  

PRJTCOMt  = Level of Development Projects completed in year t. UNICEFt = level of UNICEF 

Financing in year t. 

UNDPt    = level of UNDP financing in year t 

STATEt =level of state financing in year t. 

LGAt   =level of Local Government Financing in year t.  

COMMt = level of Community Financing in year t. 

7.0 DATA PRESENTATION 

SOURCES OF REVENUE AND EXECUTIONOF PROJECTS 

INFLUENCE OF REVENUE SOURCES ON THE SUCCESSFUL 

EXECUTION OF BUDGETS. 

TABLE 4.4: RANKS ASSIGNED TO SEVEN (7) REVENUE 

SOURCES BY EIGHTEEN (18) LOCAL GOVERNMENTS. 

K FEDAL  STAL FEDGRANT  STATGRANT INTREV VAT LOD 

1 2 6 5 7 4 1 3 

2 1 7 6 4 3 2 5 

3 1 7 5 5 3 2 4 

4 2 6 6 5 4 1 3 

5 2 7 6 5 4 3 1 

6 1 7 3 3 5 2 4 

7 1 5 7 7 2 4 6 

8 2 6 3 3 1 4 5 

9 1 4 6 7 5 2 6 

10 1 7 7 5 4 3 2 

11 2 5 4 6 3 1 4 
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12 2 6 6 7 1 3 5 

13 1 4 6 7 2 3 5 

14 1 7 7 5 4 2 3 

15 3 4 5 6 2 1 5 

16 2 6 5 7 3 1 4 

17 1 7 4 6 3 2 5 

18 2 7 6 4 3 1 5 

Rj 28 108 99 100 54 38 75 

(Rj- Rj) -44 36 27 28 -18 -34 3 

(Rj –Rj)
2
  1936 1296 729 784 324 1156 9 

 

To prove whether a relationship exists between the revenue sources and successful execution of Local 

Government Budgets, we apply the formula thus: 

W ={12∑ (Rj)
2 
} = 3 (N+1)0 

K
2 
N (N

2-
1)    N-1 

 

= [12 (42234) — 3(8)  

  324 x 7 x 48      6 

 

:. W = 0.66 Approx 

Hence, with W of 66%, it then follows that there is a strong relationship between the revenue ‗sources 

arid local Government successful execution of budgets. 

The order of importance is therefore presented thus: 

FEDAL > VAT > INTREV >LOD >FEDGRANT >STANTGRANT > STAL, because 28 < 38 < 54 < 

75 < 99 < 100 108 

Test of significance of the Revenue Sources 
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DECISION RULE 

From the table above, we have the S-value calculated as. (Rj-Rj) 

    =6,618  

5— value tabulated   = 923.7 

Hence since the S-value calculated (6,618) > S- value tabulated (923.7), we reject Ho and accept Ha to 

conclude that revenue source have a significant effect on the successful execution of local government 

budgets. 

IMO STATE DATA SET ON FUNDING OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT DEVELOPMENT 

PROJECT. 

S/NO UNICEF1 UNDP1 STATE1 LGA1  COMM1 PROJTCOM 

1. 410980.0 278290.0         .00 6600.00           .00  544.00 

2. 2367686 3521682         .00 49920.00           .00  196.00 

3. 1548592 1352622         .00           .00           .00        447 

4. 1771300 1252351 1341400 112840.0           .00          39759.00 

5. 1045900 56628.00   804000 54290.00           .00          15291.00 

6. 3519760 3921521 2563780           .00           .00     20.00 

7. 2034700 567248.0 1902880           .00           .00     86.00 

8. 6131127 4512330 1145718           .00           .00   160.00 

9. 519450.0 762286.0 141000.0           .00           .00   128.00 

10. 970194.0 899356.0 730000.0           .00           .00          10655.00 

11. 2047230 4025538 722000.0           .00           .00            1671.00 

12. 1070842 1381164 56510.00           .00           .00            2242.00 

13. 636611.0 842319.0 225500.0           .00           .00            4379.00 

14. 2423180 3465298 593606.0 131800.0 45000.00                    3408.00 

Source: UNICEF, UNDP, State and Local Government Offices  
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IMO STATE SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

 

 

Independent variable  

 

X1 

UNICEF 

Funding 

option 

(UNICEF) 

X2 

UNDP 

funding 

option 

(UNDP) 

X3 

STATE 

funding 

option 

(STATE) 

X4 

Local Government 

funding option 

(LGA) 

X5 

Community 

funding option 

(COMM) 

Coefficient of the variables -0.00 -0.001 0.003 0.266 -0.664 

 standard error 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.051 0.203 

T-statistic calculated -0.138 -1.766 1.047 5.185 -3.266 

T-statistic Tabulated 1% 3.355 3.355 3.355 3.355 3.355 

T-statistic Tabulated  5% 2.306 2.306 2.306 2.306 2.306 

Levels of Significance  89.3% 46.6% 32.6% 0.01% 1.1% 

  

However, this model appears to be worse than others in terms of the signs of the coefficients. Tables, 

4.21 and 4.26 show that 3 out of the 5 variables entered turned out to exert negative effects on the 

level of development projects. These explanatory variables include UNICEF, UNDP, and Community 

Funding Options.  

8.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

 From the tables above, it is evident that when ever the UNICEF, STATE and LGA funding 

options bear positive relationship with development projects, UNDP and community funding options 

with their negative coefficients, failed to meet our prior expectations. However both LGA and 

Community funding options seem to exert significant impact on development project at 0.01% and 

1.4% respectively 

9.0 CONCLUSION  

 This study will be of immense contribution especially at the local government level that is 

considered to be the ―grassroot government‖ for bringing development close to the people. From the 
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equation it is possible to predict the result or outcome of development project that can be achieved 

when levels of funding options are known, that is UNICEF, UNDP, STATE, LGA and Community 

funding options.  
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